Note of Bristol Community Safety Liaison Meeting
Monday 13th March 2017
Attendees: Sue Mountstevens; John Smith; Alison Comley; Asher Craig; Jon Reilly;
Andy Bennett
Apologies: Marvin Rees
1) Review of actions from the last meeting
•

•
•

•

Asher Craig had provided a high level briefing about the changes to the
Neighbourhood Partnership/Neighbourhood Forum structure. The
intention was for all Partnerships to respond to the Council about their
plans for taking on the Neighbourhood Partnership/Forum by the end of
May 2017. It is likely that some partnership areas will separate out into
their various local forums. There will be a small amount of ongoing
money for grants to individual Councillors from the Section 106 and CIL
money. The intention was to have the new arrangement up and
running and in place by 31st March 2018.
Jon Reilly had progressed the issue of FGM Protection Orders with
and
who were generally happy with how
this was developing in the city.
In relation to PCSOs it was confirmed that Bristol would pay for 10
PCSOs going forward, the majority of this would come from Bristol City
Council budget but £44,000 to top this up would come from the Police
and Crime Grant as agreed by the Safer Bristol Board.
JS had contacted
and had an initial meeting about the
single Bristol plan.

2) 5 Year Strategic Plan for the City
• The Council updated that there were a number of key areas that had to
be progressed in Neighbourhoods, including the strategies in relation
to libraries and parks and it was after further progress had been made
on this that it would be helpful to sit down with the police and other
colleagues to talk about the 5 year strategic look forward. It was
agreed it would be helpful to talk about the potential for joint
enforcement and other joint working. JS mentioned the model of cross
delegation of powers in North Somerset and it was agreed to have a
meeting with a representative of the North Somerset team to discuss
the possibilities of this.
Action: JS to organise meeting in relation to joint enforcement activity
and joint early intervention work.
• AC fed back that her PCSOs regularly attended their Neighbourhood
Forum meetings and engaged exceptionally well and JS agreed to
feed that back to the Chief Officer Group.
• Andy Bennett updated on the Neighbourhood Policing review being
carried out by the Constabulary which would focus on areas of high
demand. AB would continue to give regular updates on the progress
on this.

•
•

Chief Constable would want to be part of a conversation about the
future of the role.
Bylaws changes in parks – it was flagged that the revised bylaws would
finally be approved at the next cabinet meeting.
JR requested AC to consider whether Constabulary marked cars could
use bus lanes in Bristol. This was done in some other cities and would
be very useful.
Action: AC to respond on bus lanes issue

